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PROBLEM

.

A television, viewer, or any user of the mass media, brings a conglomeration

of prior beliefs, attitudes, and experiences to the immediate mass media exper-

ience.. In turn, the immediate media. experience becomes a part of the individual

and is carried to the next social experience. Thus, mediated information sym-

bolically interpreted by the individual either alters or reinforces/the individual's

perceptions ofhis environment.

Critics Wave. relentlessly warned against the potentially harmful effects

the.mass media may-have on our society, Recently,, the argument centers on:the

negative social effects of the mass media-. Mass media users could very well be

learning how to socially behave, as well as learning the "proper" attitudes and

beliefs they should accept about themselves and other individuals or groups in

our society, and in other Societies past, present, and future.

Recently, systematic social science researdh has-been- delving into the

social effects of the mass media. The present .study examines how race and social

class characteristics affect the viewers, perception of television programs which

purport to present a "slice-of-life" approach to entertainment programming. The
.

two programs chosen as the focus of attention in this paper present in a humorous

context, content .which deals with current social issues affecting our society.

One show contains a majority of white actors, "All in the Family", and the other

contains a majority of black actors, "Sanford and Son". Likewise, both are rated

highly in the Nielsen television ratings, and are produced by Tandem Productions
er

(with Bud Yorkin and Norman Lear the "tandem" creators.of the programs).
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The authors believe that receiving viewer responses to these programs will'

produce insight into'the potential amount of social information received by view

ing these programs. The precise type of social information learned will also be

tapped. Likewise, the possible difference in social information perceived-by

two regionally diverse metropolitan samples will also be pursued.
ry

PREVIOUS" RESEARCH AND CONCEPTUAL BASE

The teleVision industry is,uncomfortably aware of the role it plays in

affecting the socialrimages held by individuals in our society. The writers

and actors themselves are beginning to speak out on their perceptions of the

effects resulting from their professional pursuits. Redd Foxx, the black comedian

who portrays Fred Sanford, the highly traditional and dogmatic father in "Sanford

_- ---
and -Son"-, recently, stated that "the scripts were slowly-but__sureiy leaning toward

Uncle Tot and Amos Andy."1

_-

A bleck-t4kiler of another Tandem-Productions bleat-oriented comedy, "Good

Times", gives one an insight into the conflict facing him, "...Lear's shows are

looked at in only two ways 'Is that really -what Illacks are like? 'Ana that is

not really what'blacks are like." Speaking about "Good Times", "This shoW-

is not the image of black people. We don't claim to be representative of all

black people that's too much to be and it's not my responsibility.
"2

Likewise, the problem of which social images should be projected in a tele-

vision program dealing with racial issues is not limited to the way blacks or

whites view.it. A black actor, Bernie Casey, is cognizant of the social class

aspect of the issue. He states, "The problems we as black people in the world

of television face is that the people who run teleVision by-and-large are a
-.1 -

pretty fair -representation of the middle-class American mentality and, therefore,

they cater to what they think the middle-class American taste is."3

The white performers in "All in the Family", especially Carroll O'Connor,

who plays the character of "Archie" as a hiz,hly dogmatic father and ht.sband, are

4
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,personally affected by their characterizations. O'Connor adMitted that he dislikes

being. approached by viewers who identify with "Archie" and thank hii "for tellfng

the truth for a change,

Concurrently, social critics have expressed concern over the social imageS

.

projected by "All in the Family". John Slawson observes that, "As citizens, it

is our responsibility to curb the influences -that produce bigoted attitudes and

discriminatory behavior,'but we should not condone their expfdlOsion even if ft-

be by implication. And this'is what''All in the Family' unwittingly does, It

, ---

has the potential of Troducing 4 'halo effect'. 'It's in our blood., We -ail seem.

-

I ,!-.

' 5
N4

. to have_it-in-ohe form on another; so what?" -

--.

Thus, the issues evolve around'ehe "supposed insights" into Cie black life-

style and the "condoning or leg,Itimizine of bigotedor,highly dOgmatic approaches

to social problem,solving. the questionlremains as to whether or not there are

any- antecedent group characteristics, such ag race, social class, geographical

region of residence, personality
.

'characterWics, etc., which affect perception

-

of_these-issues and affect subsequent beliefs as well,as behavior.

Psychological characteristics have been systematically studied in relation to

these issues. Vidthar and Rokeach used degree of,prejudice as a differentiating

variable and stated that, "Many persons did not see the program as a "satire on

-

abigotry and that these _person were more likelysto be viewers who scored high on-
_

measures of prejudice. Even more important is the finding that high prejudiced

persons were likely to watch 'All in the Family' more often than low prejudiced

persons, to identify more often with Archie Bunker, and to see him winning---in-the

end. All such findings seem to suggest that the program is more likely reinforcing

prejudice and racism than combating it."
6

,An extensive footnote to their larger

"All in the Family" study, relates to findings- received from a smaller study deal-

ing with the characters in "Sanford and Son". Respondents were asked to choose



the black character in the program which is more typical of blacks in general,

Fred or Lamont; Lamont is Fred's son who is portrayed as more modern and low-

dogmatic in his approach to life and social prablemsolv ng than.is Fred. The

authors state, "As expected, high prejudiced persons were s nificantly more
_ --

likely (p <01) than lowprejudiced.persons to name Sanford h to name Lamont

or refuse to answer."
7

Surlin dealt with dogmatism on the part of the viewer, and viewer "liking

and agreement" with Archie on "All in tWe Family." Highly dogmatic view- s were

more apt to "like" and "agree" with Archie. Based on cognitive consistency \
ale;iy,

.

Surlin concludes that "...the potential for 'liking' and 'agreement' polarizat

by'high-dogniatic individuals is highly probable through continued exposure to

- Archie on'All in the Family. "'8

There is a complete lack of data concerning the effect of race, social

class, and region on the perception of these shows. Related research findings

have used race as it relates to the perception of black characters and the roles

they portray in television programming and advertising.
9

Also investigations

have employed race:implied social class (based on residence), amount of television

_7- _viewing, and personal interfacial contact as the basis for one's attitudes toward

blacks.
10

It was found in the latter mentioned study that, "Television provided

the most information about hoW blacks looked, talked, and dressed for the rural

youngsters....TV exposure to blacks for white children contributed to identifi-
. O

cation with blacks and black-featured shows; personal exposure. did not. Tele-

vision exposure contributed -to .beliefs that TV blacks are real tojifel personal

11 /

contacts did not.-

Prior findings, and commonly held beliefs, lead one to expect in the

current study that: (1) whites will perceive the black program "Sanford. and Son"

to be more real than will blacks, (2) middle -class viewers will rate'eaCh pro-

gram as being more real than will lower class viewers, (3) lower class viewers



(who tend to b

1

higher authoritarian) will perceive the racial viewpoints expres-

sed on the two programs to be more truly re-Presentative of the people of each

--
race than will-

,
_the-middle class viewers, (4) viewers residing in the south-

___--

__-
.

eastern United Statestwill perceive the racial viewpoints expressed on the two

programs to be more truly representative of the people of each race than will

viewers residing in the middle-western United States, and (5) the lower class' viewer

will approve of the marriage relationship of Archie and Edith (a high authoritarian
I

/
male-female relationship) on "All in the Family" more than will middle class

viewers, and visa versa for the marriage relationship between Michael and Gloria

on "All in the Family."

METHOD

The procedures involved in obtaining the samples to be studied were equi-

valent for the Atlanta and Chicago phas;:s of the study. Each selection began

*with data obtained from the 1970 United States Census Tract for the respective

cities. The tracts were perused and eight census tracts were selected in

Atlanta and four in Chicago. These were selected on the basis of the type of

racial composition and income figures which were desired for the testing of

hypotheses in the study. The tracts were matched, as early as possible, on

the basis of race and income/location (the social class, indicator). In Atlanta,

three-tracts contained a high.percentage of blacks (80% to 97%) with middle level

incomes based upon the median level for that tract ($10,933 to $14,275). ;Iwo

tracts in Atlanta contained a high percentage =of whites(98% to 99%) and middle

level incomes ($10,941 to $14,384). One tract was low income ($6,102) and

racially mixed (53% black, 47Z white). One tract was low income_($6,559) with

a high percentage of blacks (99%), and one low income ($6,449) with a high per-

centage of whites. The residential areas for the tracts were matched by degree

or desirability for each racial and income-leveI-subgroup.
_ _

In the Chicago sampling_procedurer lour trctS 141re_ielected. One was
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predominantly black (92%) and moderate in median income ($9,071); another was

also predominantly 'black (94%) but low income ($5,345). One white tract (99%)

in Chicago had median income of a moderate level ($9,.258) while the other white

tract (90% white concentration) had lo'W median income ($5,420).

The selected tracts were outlined on the respective city street maps.

The streets which were contained within each,selected tract were listed. Through

the use of a street-ordered telephone directory, telephone numbers were selected.

The middle class, black- subgroup was oversampled in Atlanta in order to assure
.

an adequate .Sample for analysis in the current study, and as a basis for comparison

for data currently being collected as part of a new investigation in a similar

area.

.

In the Atlanta These, telephone interviews were completed by ten student

interviewers personallytrained-byone of :the authors. The data were collected

during a week period in the month of Suly, 1974, at the same time thd inter-

viewers were students in.the author's Mass Communicatipn Research class at the

University of Georgia. Completed interviews were conducted with blacks, n=175;

b
/

with whites,- n=103; with middle class individuals, n=188; *and lower class in-

dividuals, n=90. The total Atlanta sample was n=278. The proportion of social

class to race,subgroupings was mot significantly different based upon chi-square

analysis:, middle, blacks, ,n=115;. middle, whites, n=73; low, blacks, n=60; and

low, whites, n=30.

In the Chicago Tortion of tie study,, telephone interviews were conducted by

experienced interviewers of the Survey Research Laboratory at the University of

Illinois; F.ch interviewer was trained in terms of the demands of the question-

naire employed. Interviewing was conducted for a three-week period during Nov-

ember, 1974. Interviews were completed with middle income blacks, n=66, middle

income whites, n=49; low income blacks, n=59_; and low income whites
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were in total, Atlanta nad Chicago) the following sample sizes for each of the

subgroupings upon which the analysis in the study is based: middle, blacks, n=181;

middle, white's, n=122; low, black, n=119,-and low, whites, n=81. The total

number of subjects in the study,is N=503.

The responses analyzed in'this report are taken from a larger questiofinaire

completed in the interview. However, the entier interview was completed within

approximately ten minutes. The completion rate was approximately 70% in Atlanta

and 94% in Chicago of the contacted subjects. Interviewers did not report any

degree of animosity toward the questions by respondents. The interviewers in

both.zities found the respondentt eager to give their response and the reasoning

for the response. In the Atlanta interviewing phase, two black students were

trained for the interview and cOnducte d approximately thirty interviews; analysis

of responses and comments of the black interyiewers verified that the race of the

interviewer was not a significant factor in the responses offered by interviewees

z'
in the study..

The questions analyzed in this paper dealt with,' first, the concept of the

perceived reality of the characters depicted in each program under study: "Tjle.

program ("Sanford and Son") ("All in the Family") reveals how people really

behave in their daily life "; second, the'reality of racial attitudes held by

each race: "The program ,("Sanford and Son") ("All in the Tamily7)/really shows

how most (blacks/whites, respectively) feel about (whites/blacks, respectively)";

and third, the personal acceptance of marriage roles depicted on "All in the

Family":"(Archie and Edith) (Mike' and GloriaYin'"All in the Family," present a.

proper example for the way a husband and wife should treat eaCh other." Each

.response to each statement was elicited upone Likert-like scale

ranging from "Strongly Agree" r1") to "Strongly Disagree" ("5"). A-filter

question assured -that each respondent was an actual viewer of both programs.

3



In addition to.anayses based upon race and social class subgroupings, a question

asked concerning the concept of'alienation will also be examined here.
t..

FINDINGS

Perceived Reality of Behavior

Three-way analysis of variance reveals a social class by region interaction

(p (.01), a race by region interaction (p<.05), as well as the three-way inter-

actiChof social class, race, and region (p<01). The higher order interaction

effect shows that low class, white, Atlantans are in significantly greater agree-

ment that "Sanford and Son" reveals how people, particularly blacks, really be-

have in their daily life than any of the other combinations of the predictor

variables. Middle class, white, Atlantans, on the other hand, are the least

accpeting of this reality concept. Blacks of either social class in both

Atlanta and Chicago are no different in their perceptions; disregarding social

clas's, however, Atlanta blacks are less accepting,of this reality concept than

Chicago blacks as shown in the two-way interaction of race and region (see Table

111)

Three-way analysis of variance also reveals an interaction of socia__

class, race and region (p ( 01) concerning the perceived nrelfity" of the be-

havior by characters in "All in the Family" (see Table 112). For this program,

middle class, iblack, Chicagoans are most accepting of the reality of the char-

acters -in the program. Low class, black Atlantans; and low. classy, white Chicagoans
,/

similarly respond in a close -to- neutral manner while low class, uhite Atlantans;

middle class, black Atlantans; and middle class, white Chicagoans similarly agree

that the program presents real behavior. The least agreement with the perceived

reality of the characters in the program is shown -by- middle income, white, Atlantans.

o

Perceived Realitvof Racial Attitudes

There is a significant interaction effect of race and region in terms of the
a

//
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perceived reality of racial attitudes expressed by the predominantly black char-

actsrs'in "Sanford and Son" (p <01). Table #3 shows that white Atlantans are

significantly more in agreement that "Sanford and Son" really shows how blacks

feel about whites (x = 2.8) than black Chicagoans (x = 3.0), white Chicagoans

(x = 3.1), or black Atlantans (x = 3.4). There is also a significant difference

between blacks and whites regardless of region of residence 04(.01). Whites
'

agree significantly more than do blacks that "Sanford and Son" shows how blacks

really feel about whites. There was no signifiCant effect of social clasS by

itself or in combination with the other predictor variable.

Table #4 shows a significant inter-AO-non effect of social class, race,

and region in terms of respondents extent of agreement that "All in the Family",

shows how whites feel about blacks (p <05). Low class, black Chicagoans and

low class, white Atlantans are-most in agreement with this concept-Tx = 2.9.and

x = 2. -8, respectively) along with middle class, Vfille-----and middle class, black

-Chicagoans (x 2.-9- and- x = -2 -9 respectively)., These groups are significantly

d!fferent-froM middle class) black Atlantans (x = 3.1) -, middle class, white

Atlantans = 3.2), low class,- black Atlantans(x = 3.3), and low class, white

Chicagoans /(7c.= 3.2) -.

It should be no led that, overall, the respondents were neutral in their
It

ratings -of the reality of the -racial attitudes expred§ed- in both programs. "All

in the Family" was rated slightly more real in expressing the racial attitudes
.

..

of whites than "Sanford and Son" was in'expressing.black racial attitudes

= 3.05 and x = 309, respectively).

Acceptance of Marriage Roles
/

Table #5 shows that there are significant differences between low class

(x = 3.5) and middle class (x = 3. 7) respondents. in terms of their acceptance of

the marriage model typified by Archie and Edith on "All in the Family" (p<05).
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Also, blacks agreed more so than whites that Archie and Edith present a properf
.. .. _

marriage role model (p <01). Blacks were neutral in their rating (x = 3.4)

while whites disagreed that this marriage role is proper (x = 3.8). There is

also a social class by region interaction effect (p<01) with low class Atlantans

agreeing most (x = 3.3) and middle class Atlantans agreeing least (x = W -

_--
, --

race by regibn interaction effect is also shown in Table #5 (15(,05). Black Chica-
,---

-goans agree significantly more that Archie and-Edith present a proper marriage

than do white Atlantans (x = 3.2 and x = 3.7, respectively). On the whole, the

respondents disagree 'that. rchieand Edith present a proper marriage model (x = 3.6).

Considering all subjects, there is considerably more agreement that Mike

and Gloria on "All in the Family" present a proper marriage model (x = 2.8) com-

pared to that shown for Archie and Edith above. Though there are no main effect

differences here, there is a race by region interaction (p <01) and a three-way

interaction of the predictor variables (p <91) as shown in Table 116. The higher

otder interaction shows that low class, black Chicagoans, low class, white Atlantans,

and middle class, black Chicagoans agree significantly more that Mike and Gloria

portray a proper marriage model (x = 2.6, x = 2.5, and x = 2.5, respectively) than

do low class, black Atlan6ns and low class, white Chicagoans ( = 3.1) wild, show
.

a neutral and identical level of agreement - disagreement.

ANALYSES AND CONCLUSIONS

Based upon previous findings the authors expected whites to percieve "Sanford

and Son" as more "real" than would blacks; this was not the case as Table #1,

shows. Low class, white Atlantans perceived the show as "real" While low class,

white Chicagoans and middle class, white Atlantans did not. Again, going against

expectations, middle class respondents were no more apt to accept the reality of

the researched programs than were lower class respondents when race and region are

not taken into account. Also, the authors expected lower class respondents, re-

gardless of racial and regional characteristits, to accept the racial presentations

2
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.-,'',:, - ..
..- :?

* ... ._"...

on each program to a &eater degree than middle class respondents. No such main
. .

- effects !-,ere found: Further, there were no

'

s`=,
.\!->",

-

class with respectto facial Viewpoints

interaction effects invOlving social

presentation concept. The authors

also:pi'edicted a greater acceptance o/ the ArchieEdith Marriage relgti6ncl

.0

y low class respondents than by middle class- respondents., and visa verf. the

A

Michael. - Gloria marriage rel4tionship. ,This prediction held for the-Archie-Edith'
!

141

relationship but*hot for the Michael,- Gloria relationship. Finally, there-was .no

J

difference-in acceptance. o.f the railIik chlracterizations on.each of the programs
-7,

. . . .

in terms of region.of residence of the respondents. Clearly,. regional differences
.

.

.-. do exist but- these exert theMselves'iri combination with social claSS'and/of racial

.

-, -:zi

tr.
A . ... '. ' . .... ,

i
t, .

differences, There was a regional interaction e,ffet in.ev-:y concept analyzed
- ...z.,..

in the study.
.

.
As a whole, previous research in this area waS not helpful in predictirig

the outcome of the findings of, this. study. The main reason for this failure
. .

has been,the lack of prior research which has looked at multivariate analysis

\
4

` S
,..,

.

of viewer perceptl.ons. Likewise, a socio-psychological theory wh,ch integrates

. .
t, !

viewer characteristics, societal:variables, and culture in a way which:will better
e .

predict the.perception.and effect of mass communication is lacking. -It is clear
, -1

.. r .

that by p.00kingat social class and racial characteristics of the television viewer

a consisltent.patterw of responses developed. . \..

An examination of mean scqes.at the three-way interaction level Showa a

q3
definite pattern of responses. :Lower class, black Atlantans and lower class-,

white Chicagoans are very similar in the levels of their resPonsesanci"I nd

c..si

toward neutrality or disagreement with most of the concepts examined; lore

agreeable to the concepts are low class, black Chicagoans and low clip's, white

Atlantans who are very similar in terms of mean scores on the concepts,' Between
I.

e-

.;

each of these are the 'Addle class, black Atlantans and middle class, white
.

. .
...

,

Tr J
Chicdgoansthe similarity, however, between their responses is not as great as

I
4

4.

**1

Lt.. 4.)
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in the former twr cases. Middle class, white Atlantans and middle class, black

Chicagoans do not.digpie in the abOve sense as Table 1/1-6-demonstrate. ',

In order to comprehend these effects more clearly, a three-way analysis

of variance' was
'
conducted upon a specific =dimension of the 'alienation concept

, 12.
w:Iich was tapped in the questionnaire.... These results are shown in Table #7.

' A 1

The dimension examined is the feeling 9,f "powerlessness" on- the part of the re-

spondents.' There is a race by region interaction' effect .0 <65) hich'showS

,f

the identical pattern observed on the responses-to program concepts hy4these
ft

subgroups. The low'Class, black Atlantans and IOW class, white Chicagoans are

.similar idlevels of.powerlessness (.Tc = 2.8 and x = 2.9, respectivelylas are
N

low ass, black_ Chicagoans/low class, white Atlantans and x = 2.5,

respectively) a* well as middle class, black. Atlahtans/diddle Class, white

Chicagoans (x = 2.7 for each). ,The product-moment,correlation of "powerlessness"

with each of the six concepts relating ta the television programs examined' 'ranges

fromr = .11 to r = .24, this ra nge indicating significance at the .05 level wliti

ra &

N = 503. ThRugh coefficients of this magfiitude may be expected: in pubsequent
A

.

6i 'i, P

sar14es, this magnitude does indicate acceptable levels of exploraty power:
.

..,,.

In order to examine the stabi.ity Of the correlations indicated ab'dVeacross

F

the subgroups where patterns of response were shown, a one-way analysis of covariance

was. conducted for each of the six program concepts Of interesthere the Single:

covariate was "powerlessness". These results are shown-in Table 163 and demonstrate

.%

that the strength of correlation of each prograt concept response and the'power-

lessness response is constant across the three groups utilized in the analysis:
,

(1) low class, black Atlantans/low class, white Chicagoans; (2) low class, black
ca.

Chicagoans/low class,,white Atlantans; and (3) middle class, black Atlantans/middle;
t.

class, white Chicagoans. In all but one instance,' the hyPothesIS'of homogeneity

of regression cannot he rejected. The analysis of covariance, therefore, is-equiv-

alent to a test of the difference in,responses on each program concept where the

.01
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,groups are defined in terms of the level of powerlessness as this differs across

.

the groups. Though the strength of relation-ship within each of the above groups

,between powerlessness and ,each of the program concepts is constant across these

three groups, the responses to the program concepts are significantly different

by groups defined in terms of the meanmagnitude of the feeling of powerlessness.

This is shown for each of the six concepts In Table 4 #8 under, the analysis of

,
t>

covariance'headfng. The significance of differences on the concepts between these

three groups which.differ in levels of alienation (powerlessness dimension) re-
1,0

quires an interpretation.

:.

Of the three groups considered above, low clasS, black Atlantans and.low
. Y

..

- -,

class," white Chicagoang are lowest in feelings of poWerlessntss. rt can' be'

. .

,

pointed out, since; power indicates political matters, that Atlanta has a black
---,

e .
, , . ..

_,

mayor and has-been considered a tajor_t-iumph for bla cks in the -SoiitheaSt." 'There
.

_ ,
- _

. . .,.. ,-

is also little doubt that low claSs whites in Chicago-identify a "man on their

side" in mayor Daley;. he is a symbol of.lower class whites, or the "little man's"

..
.

,

man. in short', these :two gr oups can identify with those in power positions.` On
. 4, ,

the other hand, the low class blacks of Chicago and the low class whites of
4

Atlanta, who are high in feelings of powerlessness, suggest a different tie to

political symbolism. The low class black in Chicago,has no Such elected figure

of power to identify with as does, his counterpart in Atlanta. Also, the lbw clagS

White of Atlanta must be reminded of his heritage of "poor White trash" and the

policies of politicians with respect 'to integration in recent years.. These indi-

'

viduals have a history of alienation from the central-power structure in the South.

Thus, the similarity within low class, blaCk,Atlantans/low class white
9

Chicagoans and low class, black Chicagoansilow class, white Atlantans to the

9
responses indicates that similar socio-psychological characteristics on the part

of these demographically different subgroups have possibly - influenced their re-
f

sponse
0 H
pattern. Reference group theory, and the specific concept of "relative

1
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13
deprivation" could conceivably explain this pattern.

The middle -class black and lower class white individuals in the above groups

fi

4

have been historically considered the "marginal men" in our middle, class, white

. dominated society. One would hypothesize that their unique perspective would

A
affect their perceptions of society projected through television programming.

The logic of this hypothesis develops from the belief that the "marginal

man" viewer, through a lack of self confiddnce in his ability to know what really

happens in the middle class, white dominated ,sotiety, along with his desires to

fully partake In this society, will be more apt to accept the reality of teleVis'ion
4R

programs. This phenomenon is the most potentially damaging when these vision

programs deal with characters which express strong stereotyped attitudes about

race relations and marriage relationships.

Another unfortunate aspect of this program content-viewer relationship is

that defensive personality characteristics exhibited by the "marginal man" such

. as high authoritarianism,..loW internal locus of control of-one's environment,

high dogmatism, etc., works to'keep the viewer from allowing himself a more well-"

rounded_perce;lon,of his environment, thus keeping him from coping With the "real"

society within which he exists. The impact of the "ersatz reality", may be heighten-

ed for these people. The findings in this study suggests that the "marginal man"

concept is differentially predictive,based upon the cultural/political environment

within which the "marginal man" finds himself.

One must conclude that consistent with the warnings issued by previous -re-

searchers, a socio-psychological analysis of viewers and their acceptance of

"reality' as projected through television programs dealing with social issues

(in this case "All in the Family" and irsaforci and Son") reveals that these shovis

are heightening their inability to cope with society: Likewise, this study

highlights the need for a comprehensive sociorpsychological theory which can

effectively predict the perception of television content by viewers so that

I 6

f
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changes can be made in future programming which will have the greatest pro-

social effects. Reference Group Theory, may be the most predictive of television

programming effects. Future hypotheses will be based upon this apprOacras well

as further investigation into the dimensions of alienatipn as an indicator of

the "marginal man's" status with respect to television programming.

.

.r
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Table #1

Three-way ANOVA Using Social Class, Race and

Region to Predict "Sanford and Son" Reveals Real Behavior

(N = 503)

Mean Scores (Range 175, 1 =- Strongly Agree) Overall = 2.72

Social Class Race Region

Low = 2.67 Black = 2.62 Chicago = 2.66

Middle = 2. -75 White = 2.81 Atlanta 2.77

Source of Variance df Ins F

Main Effects:

Social Class 1 .85 .73 .39

Race 1 4.01 3.44 . .06

Region 1 .1.34 1.15 .28

Interactions:

Social Class X Race 1 1.91 1.64 .20

Social Class'X Region . 1 17.10 14.76 -4(.001

Race X Region 1 5.17 4.45 .04

Social Class X Race X Region L. 15,19 13.06 4(.001

Error - '495 1.16

Higher-Order
Interaction Mean Sdores

n X_
(73) LoW Class, Black Atlantans - 2.79

(51) Low Class, White Chicagoans . -.3:12

(115) Middle Class, Black, Atlantans - 2;77

(49) Middle Class, White Chicagoans-2.59

(59) Low Class, Black Chicagoans - 2.49

(30) Low Class, White Atlantans - 2.27

(60) Middle Class, Black Chicagoans- 2.42

(66) Middle Class, White Atlantans -r 3.25

1Z)-
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Table #2

Three-way ANOVA Using Social Class, Race, and
Region to Predict "All in_the Family" Reveals Real Behavior

(N = 503)

Mean Scores (Range 1-5; 1 = Strongly Agree) Overall = 2.62

Social Class . Race .

Chicago

Atlanta

Region

Low = 2.66 Black = 2:55

Middle =-2.58 White = 2.69

= 2.55
= 2.69

Source of Variance df ms

Main Effects:.

Social Class 1 .78 .70 .40

Rade 1.91 1,..72 .19 /7

Region 1 2.18 1.97 .16

Interactions:

Social Class X Race 1 3.40 3.07 :08

Social Class X Region 1 3.28 2-.96 .08

Race X Region 1 .58 .52 .47

Social Class X Rate X Region 1 7.08 6.38 .01

Error 495 1.10

Higher. Order
Interaction Mean Scores

(73) Low Class, Black Atlantans - 2.83

(51) Low Class, Mate Chicagoans - 2.82

(115) Middle Class, Black Atlantans - 2.49

(49) Middle Class, White Chicagoans - 2.48

(59)- Low Class,' Black Chitagoans - 2.54

(30) Low Class, White Atlantans - 2.46

(60) Middle Class, Black Chicagoans - 2.36

(66) Middle Class, White Atlantans - 2.98



Table #3_

Three-way ANOVA Using Social Class, Race, and
Region to Predict "Sanford and Son" Shows Beta Blacks

Feel About Whites.
(N 503)"

Mean Scores (Range 1T-5, 1 = Strongly Agree) Overall = 3.09
/

Social-Class Race

Low = 3.04 'Black =,3.22
Middle = 3.12 <White = 2.94

-
Region

Chicago = 3.11
Atlanta = 3.06

Source of Variance d f MS F

//
Main Effects:

Social Class // 1 .67 .63

Race .61 8.12

Region / 1 .26 .25
/

Interactions:

SoCialf.Class- X _Race 1 1.24 1.18
_---

Social Class X'- Region- 1 .03 .03
,

Race X Region 1 9:75 9.19

Social Class X Race X Region 1 .74 .70

Error - -495 1.06

Higher Order
Interaction Mean Scores

- 3.40
n

(73) Low Class, Black Atlantans
(51) Low ClaSs, White Chicagoans - 3.08

(115) Middle Class, Black Atlantans
(49) Middle Class,' White Chicagoans - 3.r6

(59) Low Glass, Black Chicagoans
(30), Low Class, WhiteAtiantans

- 3.08
- 2.63

(60)4 Middle-Class, Black Chicagoans - 3.12
(66) Middle Class, White Atlantans - 2.92

.43

<.001

001
.40



Table #4

Three-way ANOVA Using Social Class, Race, and
Region to Predict "All in the Family" Shows How Whites

Feel About Blacks
(N = 503)

Mean Scores (Range 1-5, 1 = Strongly

Race

Agree)

3.04 .

3.06

Overall = 3.05

Chicago

'Atlapta

RegionSocial'Class
Low = 3.05 Black =
Middle = 3.05 White =

= 2.99
= 3.11

Source of Variance df 111S F P
4

Main Effe'ctsi

Social Class 1 .00 __ ____ 00 -:95

Race 1 .02 .02 .88

Region 1.48 . .1.39 .24

Interactions:

Social Class X Race 1 .18 .16 .68

Social Class X Region 1 1.64 1.54 .22

Race X Region 1 3.90 3.65 ,06

Social Class X Race X Region 1 5.75', 5.38 .02

Error 495 1.07

Higher Order
Interaction Mean Scores

'(73) Low Class, Black Atlantans - 3.27

(51) Low Class, White Chidagoans 3.25

(115) Middle'Class, Black Atlantans - 3.12

(49) Middle Class, White Chicagoans - 2.93

(59) Low Class, Black Chicagoans - 2.86

(30)- Low Class, White Atlantans - 2.83

(60) Middle Class, Black Chicagoans - 2.92

(66) Middle Class., 'White Atlantans- - 3.21

2 2
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Table #5

Three-way ANOVA Using -Social Class, RaCe, and Region'
to-Predict that Archie -and_ Edith Present a

4 Proper Husband-Wife Model
(N. = 503)

Mean Scores -(Range 1-5, 1 = Strongly Agree) Overall = 3.60

Social Class Race Region

cLow = 3.47 Black = 3.38 Chicago = 3.59

Middle = 3.71 White = 3.81 Atlanta =_3.60

Source of Variance df ms F P

Main Effects:

.02'Social Class 1 6.40 5.30

Race 1 21.00 17.41

Region .02 .02

Interactions:

Social Class X Race 1 1.87 1.55

-- '

Social Class X Region 1 17.58 14.57

. .

Race X Region 1 5.85 4.85

Social Class X Race X Region 1 3.37 2.80.

Error 495 1.20

Higher Order
Interaction Mean Scores

r.

(73) -Low Class, Black Atlantans - 3.20

(51) Low Class, White Chicagoans - 4.16

(115) Middle Class, Black Atlantans - 3.80

(49) Middle Class, White Chicagoans - 3.69

('59) Low Class, Black Chicagoans - -3.19-

(30). Low Class, White Atlantans - 3.37

(60) Middle Class, Black Chicagoans - 3.33

(66) Middle Class, White Atlantans -'4.05

23

.001

.90.

.21

41:001

.03

.09



Table #6

Three-way ANOVA Using Social Class, Race, and Region
to Predict that Mike and Gloria Present

Proper Husband-Wife Model
= 503)

_Mean Scores (1-5, 1 = Strongly Agree) Overall = 2:77

Social Class Rape Region
Low ) = 2.83 , Black = 2.72 Chicago =/2.75
Middle = 2.70 White = 2.81 AtlAnta,= 2.78

Source of Variance df

1

1

1

ms-_

1.78

.81

.08

F
,.

1.81

.81

.08

P

.18

.37

.77

Main Effects:

...,

Social Class

Race

Region=

Interactions:

Social Class X Race 1 1.05 1..06 .30

Social Class X Region 1 .63 .63v .42

Race X Region 1 9.92 10,04 . 4(.001

Social Class X Race X Region 1 6,23 6.31 .01

Error 495 ,-. .99

Higher Order
Interaction Mean Scores

(73) Low Class, Black'Atlantans 3.08

(51) Low Class, White Chicagoans - 3.11

(115) Middle Class, Black Atlantans - 2.69

(49) Middle Class-, White Chicagoans - 2.77

(59) Ldw Class, Black Chicagoans 2.59

(30)- Lbw Class, White Atlantans - 2.53

(60) Middle Class, Black Chicagoans - 2,53

(66) Middle Class, White Atlantans - 2.81

24-



Table 1/7

Three-way ANOVA Using Social Class, Race, and Region
to Predict "Powerlessness_' Dimension

of Alienation

Mean Scores (Range 1 -5,. 1

(N

= Strongly

= 503)

Rade

Agree) Overall = 2.70

,'Region
Chicago
Atlanta

\

Social Class
Low = 2.68 Blackf
Middle = 2.71 White'=

= 2.63
.2.76

= 2.65
= 2.75

Source ofVariance df ms P.

Main Effects:

Social4Class 1 .18, .13- . -71

Race 1 1.91 1.46 .2 -3

-Region. .90 :68 :41

Interactions:

Social'Class X Race 1 .03 .02 .88

Social-Class X Region 1 .99: .76 .38

Race X Region 7;18 5.47 .02'

Social Class X Race X Region 2.43 1.85 ." .17

Error 495 1.31

Race X Region interaction Mean Scores:

(188) Black Atlantans 2.80

(100) White Chicagoans - 2,84

(119) Black Chicagoans 7 2.46
(99) White Atlantans - 2.68

2 5
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Table #8

+One-way Analyses of COvarianceOf Three

Interaction Subgroups' -with "Powerlessness" as Covariant

= 377)

Homogeneity of Analysis of Covariance

Regression: of Adjusted Group Means:
4

Dependent. Variable:

"Sanford- and Son"

Reveals Real Behavfor

"All in the 'Family"

Reveals Real Behavior.

"Sanford and Son" Shows
How Blacks -feel about Whites

-"Ail_in.the Family" Shows
How Whites feel about -Blacks

Archie and Edith Present

a Proper Husband-Wife Model

Mike and Gloria. Present

a Proper- Husband-Wife Mode).

df ms F df ms

2 1.20 1.03 2 5.53

'371 1.16 373 1.17

2 .89 ..80 2 4.01

371 1.11 373 1.11

2 .55 .50 2 3.24

71 1.10 373 1.10

2 .83 2 3.78-

371 1.09 373 1.08'

2 .33 .25 2 6.07

371 1.33 373 1.32

2 -6.59 7.03** '2 . 6.36

371 .94
. 373 .97

4.74**

3.62 *'

2.95

3.48*

4.58*

6.56*

*** :p . 01

*. p .05

,Y6
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